Single-molecule experiments have found near-perfect thermodynamic efficiency in the rotary motor F1-ATP synthase. To help elucidate the principles underlying nonequilibrium energetic efficiency in such stochastic machines, we investigate driving protocols that minimize dissipation near equilibrium in a simple model rotary mechanochemical motor, as determined by a generalized friction coefficient. Our simple model has a periodic friction coefficient that peaks near system energy barriers. This implies a minimum-dissipation protocol that proceeds rapidly when the system is overwhelmingly in a single macrostate, but slows significantly near energy barriers, thereby harnessing thermal fluctuations to kick the system over energy barriers with minimal work input. This model also manifests a phenomenon not seen in otherwise similar non-periodic systems: sufficiently fast protocols can effectively lap the system. While this leads to a non-trivial tradeoff between accuracy of driving and energetic cost, we find that our designed protocols out-perform naive protocols.
I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular motors are nanometer-scale protein complexes that convert between different forms of energy. Nature has evolved such motors to play key roles in many essential cellular processes [1] . For example, three families of molecular motors (myosin, kinesin, and dynein) use chemical free energy to drive their translational motion and thereby accomplish useful work, powering a wide variety of intracellular movements [2] .
F o F 1 -ATP synthase [3] is of central importance in virtually all living things, because it synthesizes the ATP molecules that myriad other biological components consume to drive otherwise unfavorable reactions. ATP synthase couples to an electrochemical proton gradient to drive the synthesis of high free energy ATP from low free energy ADP and inorganic phosphate. Despite F o F 1 's complex molecular structure, the coupling is mechanically simple [4] (compared to another rotary biomolecular motor, the bacterial flagellum [5] ), with a rotating crankshaft connecting the integral membrane F o component to the soluble F 1 and thereby communicating work. Various single-molecule experiments monitor F 1 's spontaneous behavior or probe its driven behavior by perturbing F 1 to force rotation of the central crankshaft [6] [7] [8] . For example, with a magnetic bead attached to the central crankshaft, a rotating magnetic field can force rotation of the bead which, in turn, forces rotation of the crankshaft.
Among many conceivable constraints, these biomolecular motors face a functional incentive to reduce the unnecessary losses during their energy transduction processes. For example, a substantial fraction of energy consumption runs through ATP synthase [9] , indicating that efficient operation can significantly impact the total cellular energy consumption. And indeed, empirically F 1 -ATP synthase has been found to be remarkably efficient, approaching 100% [10] , albeit this mechanical efficiency was experimentally measured in a highly viscous medium near stall torque.
But ATP synthase must be far from equilibrium to productively function in vivo, synthesizing more ATP than it hydrolyzes and doing so at a rate sufficient to maintain cellular ATP stores. Indeed all biological motors must break detailed balance to achieve directed motion [11, 12] . So appeals to quasistatic limits may be less relevant for understanding the evolved behavior of these central biological energy transducers. Yet we generally lack even a scale on which to understand motor efficiency far from equilibrium.
Moreover, at ambient temperatures these nanoscale protein-based machines experience large conformational fluctuations. Such fluctuations are inherent to their motion, producing experimentally measurable behavior ranging from side steps to reverse operation [13] .
Thus, there is great interest in characterizing and understanding the fundamental physical limits on the nonequilibrium operation of strongly fluctuating nanoscale systems. Bioengineers would benefit from systematic understanding of how to harness, rather than oppose, the irresistible influence of thermal fluctuations [14] .
In this paper, we examine molecular motor efficiency by asking: how should a motor be driven to a new conformational ensemble in a limited time, at minimal energetic cost? This may capture elements of the essential biophysical problem facing F o , which accrues selective advantage when it can drive F 1 to synthesize ATP at reduced cost, quantified by the protons run down the cross-membrane electrochemical potential difference. In particular, we study driving protocols that reduce the average work required to rapidly drive a strongly fluctuating system. To this end, we make use of a recently developed near-equilibrium theoretical framework that quantifies a system's nonequilibrium response to a timedependent external perturbation, and hence its dissipation, in terms of a generalized friction coefficient [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] . arXiv:1807.10872v1 [cond-mat.stat-mech] 28 Jul 2018
We apply this theoretical framework to identify the minimum-dissipation driving protocol for a simple model system of a stochastic rotary molecular machine, that represents the essential physics of recent single-molecule experiments on F 1 -ATP synthase [23] and its chemical reaction cycle. We find that the designed protocol proceeds rapidly where the system quickly relaxes within a single mechanical basin. Conversely, the protocol proceeds slowly when crossing the energetic barrier separating metastable states. We also find that, while there are nontrivial tradeoffs between work and machine flux, the designed protocols nevertheless improve upon simple naive driving protocols, particularly at modest driving speeds.
II. THEORY
The nonequilibrium excess power P ex (t 0 ) at time t 0 along a driving protocol Λ (a dynamic time course of a control parameter λ) is approximated near equilibrium by [15] P ex (t 0 ) ≈ ζ(λ(t 0 )) dλ dt 2 t0 .
(1)
Here the generalized friction coefficient,
is the time integral of the force autocovariance function δf (0)δf (t ) λ(t0) , defined in terms of the equilibrium fluctuations δf ≡ f − f λ(t0) of conjugate force f i ≡ − ∂Ei(λ) ∂λ . β ≡ (k B T ) −1 is the inverse temperature. Angled brackets with subscript λ(t 0 ) denote an ensemble average for equilibrium probability distribution π at fixed control parameter. (1) is most accurate in the limit of slow driving, when the system remains close to its equilibrium distribution.
The friction coefficient can be decomposed into
for equilibrium force variance δf 2 ≡ δf (0)δf (0) λ(t0) at fixed control parameter λ(t 0 ), and integral relaxation time
A designed protocol (chosen to minimize dissipation within this linear-response framework) proceeds at a velocity proportional to the inverse square root of the generalized friction coefficient ζ(λ(t)) [15] ,
where the proportionality is set by requiring the protocol complete in duration t Λ . Substituting (5) into (1) results in excess power being constant across a designed protocol.
III. MODEL
In this work we take inspiration from F 1 -ATP synthase; however, these results in principle generalize to any other periodic motor that couples mechanics and chemistry (e.g., kinesin [24] ). Experimentally, F 1 -ATP synthase can be driven by a time-dependent sinusoidal potential due to the interaction between a magnetic trap and a magnetic bead attached to the motor's central crankshaft [25] . The magnetic trap can be rotated to drive the magnetic bead, and hence the attached crankshaft, over a sequence of rotational mechanical energy barriers separating the intrinsic metastable states of the motor.
At moderate temporal resolution, current experiments find three metastable crankshaft angles separated by 2π/3 [10] . Therefore, we model the molecular potential as consisting of three states on a ring (Fig. 1a ). Our coarse-grained model only resolves the mechanical rotational steps, corresponding to i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. We implicitly assume a tight coupling between the mechanical motion of F 1 and the chemical steps of synthesis/hydrolysis and binding/unbinding of ATP and its hydrolysis products. We also implicitly hold chemical concentrations fixed at equilibrium ratios.
Thus, we simulate the state of our system as a particle diffusing over a periodic energy landscape comprised of two components: a time-independent sinusoidal molecular potential with periodicity 2π/3 and amplitude βE molec (motivated by the statistical mechanics of a system with three metastable conformational mesostates), and a time-dependent sinusoidal magnetic trap potential with periodicity 2π, amplitude βE trap , and minimum at our control parameter θ 0 (Fig. 1b) .
The external time-dependent driving force, a rotating magnetic trap, is modeled by a sinusoidal potential. The magnetic trap imposes a preferred orientation θ 0 (corresponding to the minimum of the periodic potential) on the magnetic bead, that is changed according to a deterministic rotation schedule specified by (5) . The rotation schedule defines a given protocol Θ 0 . (For simplicity, we restrict our analysis here to the optimization of a single control parameter-the rotational angle of a magnetic trap-but one could generalize this study to simultaneous variation of multiple control parameters, such as magnetic trap angle and stiffness, using multidimensional optimization methods applied to more complex systems [26] .)
A three-dimensional probability vector p(t) represents the probability distribution over system microstates at time t. Variation of the control parameter drives the system distribution away from equilibrium, with a time-dependent evolution according to the master equation [27] [28] [29] , dp(t) dt = p(t)R(t),
where R(t) is a tridiagonal 3 × 3 transition rate matrix magnetic trap minimum Schematic of the intrinsic molecular potential, the magnetic potential, and their superposition that comprises the system's energy landscape. Mechanical barriers of height ∆E ‡ ij (t) (7b) at π/3, π, and 5π/3 (blue arrow) and energy differences ∆Eij(t) (7c) of the conformational states (red arrow) modulate transition rates between states i and i + 1 at time t.
representing the system's driven diffusive dynamics. For i = j, the matrix element R ij (t) is the instantaneous rate at which probability flows from state i to state j at time t. Conservation of probability determines the diagonal elements R ii (t) = − j =i R ij (t).
Due to the three-fold symmetry of F 1 , we use equal unperturbed energies for each of the system's three microstates. Choosing this unperturbed energy as the zero of the system's energy, the transition rate matrix elements, as well as the system's energy profile, depend on the external sinusoidal potential according to
To simplify this model system and reduce the parameter space, we enforce the additional symmetry that mechanical energy barriers are halfway between their corresponding metastable states, at θ ‡ i,(i+1) mod 3 = (2i − 1) π 3 . The system evolution is simulated over one full rotation of the control parameter θ 0 (ie. θ 0 (t) ∈ [0, 2π]) lasting a duration t Θ0 . The system begins at time t 0 = 0 in periodic steady state, and the control parameter θ 0 evolves according to the specified protocol. Appendix A gives more simulation details.
We explore a parameter regime that includes a slowly varying magnetic trap manipulation of a three-state ma-chine with similar coarse-grained kinetics to F 1 . Here, the rotational diffusion coefficient is dominated by the contribution from the micron-sized magnetic bead, since it is considerably larger than the crankshaft. A typical magnetic bead has radius r = 275 nm [30] , and is tethered via a streptavidin-biotin link to the machine's outer surface. The modified Stokes hydrodynamic rotational diffusion coefficient for such a bead rotationally diffusing around its edge is D bead ≈ 4.5 rad 2 s −1 [31] . By contrast, the hydrodynamic diffusion coefficient of the isolated F 1 's central shaft has been estimated as D shaft ≈ 7 × 10 7 rad 2 s −1 [32] . Appendix B gives details on dynamical time scales.
IV. RESULTS

A. Friction coefficient
For our model, with the control parameter being the energetic minimum of the magnetic trap, the conjugate force f is the torque τ arising from the external magnetic fields interacting with the magnetic bead. Figure 2 shows the torque autocovariance δτ (0)δτ (t) θ0 as a function of fixed (dimensionless) control parameter θ * 0 ≡ θ 0 /2π, for given magnetic trap strength βE trap and intrinsic mechanical barrier βE molec .
Integrating the torque autocovariance function (3) yields the generalized friction coefficient. The structural threefold symmetry of our model produces a friction coefficient ζ(θ 0 ) that is a periodic function of θ 0 with a periodicity of 2π/3 (Fig. 3) . We thus focus on the first 2π/3 period since the other periodic images give identical results. Figure 3 shows that the generalized friction coefficient varies significantly with varying trap strength βE trap , mechanical barrier βE molec , and trap minimum θ * 0 . For low barrier heights and weak magnetic traps, the friction coefficient is relatively small and flat, not varying with the trap's minimum. For increasing trap strength, the friction coefficient increasingly varies with trap minimum. In particular, when a strong magnetic trap is applied, across a given landscape the generalized friction coefficient can vary significantly, by more than two orders of magnitude.
Intuitively, a large friction coefficient is produced either when two metastable states are of comparable energy (so equally probable) leading to a large torque variance, and/or for large integral relaxation time. For our system, both these conditions generally occur when the trap minimum is at the barrier location, θ 0 = θ ‡ i(i+1) (except when E trap ≥ 2E molec , due to our system's coarsegraining [see Appendix E]). 
B. Minimum-dissipation driving velocity and protocol
Given the variation of the generalized friction coefficient over as much as several orders of magnitude, the designed driving velocity (5) also varies by orders of magnitude across a given designed protocol, especially when employing a strong magnetic trap (Fig. 4a) .
The driving velocity profile across control parameter space is invariant under changes in protocol duration t Θ0 , up to a scaling constant to ensure that the protocol, consisting of a full 2π rotation of the control parameter, completes in the allotted duration. Therefore, here we present our results with respect to the dimensionless time t * ≡ t/t Θ0 .
As energy barriers increase (top to bottom rows in Fig. 4a ), the optimal driving velocity near the energy barrier decreases, indicating that near high energy barriers, the system should be driven slow in order to keep the instantaneous nonequilibrium probability distribution more similar to the equilibrium distribution. Physically, this slowdown near the barrier arises from the fact that, in order to minimize dissipation, the designed protocol is constructed such that it allocates most of its time near the barrier so as to let thermal fluctuations aid the system in jumping over the energy barrier.
Integrating the velocity gives the control parameter as a function of time (Fig. 4b) . For low energy barri- ers relative to trap strength (E trap E molec ), when the friction coefficient is relatively flat, the designed protocol doesn't differ significantly from the naive protocol, so no significant energy is saved by performing the designed protocol; however, when the friction coefficient varies strongly across control parameter space, as for E trap E molec , the designed protocol deviates signifi-cantly from the naive protocol.
C. Excess power Figure 5 shows the excess power as a function of trap minimum. Note that-as in Fig. 3 1] give identical results.
During naive protocols with sufficiently long protocol duration, the excess power varies by multiple orders of magnitude and is periodic (dashed orange curves). Conversely, designed protocols-still with long protocol durations-have constant excess power across the protocol (solid orange curves in Fig. 5 ). , for a variety of protocol durations tΘ 0 (different colors), as a function of instantaneous trap minimum θ * 0 (t). Excess power is calculated exactly via numerical master equation simulations that do not assume linear-response. Same variation of βEtrap and βE molec as in Fig. 2 In general, the linear-response approximation (1) works well when the system remains close to equilibrium throughout the entire protocol. For driven systems this is satisfied when the protocol duration is long (relative to the relaxation timescale of the system) and hence when the driving velocity is slow. Appendix C compares in detail the linear-response approximation and the exact system behavior.
If the protocol proceeds sufficiently slowly that the system remains close to equilibrium throughout the protocol (orange curves in Fig. 5 ), the excess power near a barrier closely matches that of a bistable system (a two-state system separated by an energetic barrier) driven by a har-monic trap with time-dependent minimum [22] . In this case, the distant high-energy microstate and landscape periodicity have negligible effect on the current distribution over microstates. When the system is driven further from equilibrium, the nonlinear time-dependent external force and periodic landscape lead to departures from the bistable system behavior.
In both the naive and designed protocols, for sufficiently short protocol duration (sufficiently high velocity), and particularly for E trap E molec , the excess power can become negative (curve disappears on a logarithmic plot). This results from the periodic boundary conditions, as the control parameter 'catches up' to the system. If the protocol is sufficiently short and the trap is sufficiently weak, then in the first half of the protocol (θ * 0 ∈ 0, 1 2 ), a large portion of the initial system probability cannot cross the first barrier and is therefore left behind in the starting basin, thus the trap does excess work on the system. In the second half of the protocol (θ * 0 ∈ 1 2 , 1 ), the trap moves towards the starting state. With much of the system probability still in the starting state, as the trap nears a complete rotation, it 'catches up' with the probability density it left behind, so the system does work on the trap, resulting in the observed negative excess power. Figure 6 shows that-in the parameter regime we explored-designed protocols require less excess work than naive protocols do. Moreover, for a given trap strength βE trap and molecular barrier height βE molec , total excess work initially increases linearly as protocol duration increases; however, with further increases of protocol duration, the total excess work decreases linearly. The duration t crossover -where the excess work is maximized-decreases with increasing trap strength and increases with increasing molecular barrier height.
D. Excess work
Similar to the phenomenon of the negative excess power, this maximum originates from the system's periodic boundary conditions. For t Θ0 < t crossover , as t Θ0 increases, the system has progressively more time to relax in response to the imposed protocol, so more probability follows the protocol, so the protocol does more work on the system. Conversely, for t Θ0 > t crossover , the system follows the protocol and remains near equilibrium, linearresponse provides a good approximation, and so excess work decreases as 1/t Θ0 [33, 34] . This competition leads to the maximum at t crossover .
E. Machine flux
We quantify machine progress by the total average net flux J (hereafter simply flux ) during the entire protocol covering a complete cycle [35, 36] . Figure 7 shows that J approaches zero in the limit of short protocol durations, whereas it achieves a limiting value at sufficiently long protocol durations. This limiting value is unity for large βE trap . The duration t limit at which J nears its limiting value decreases with increasing βE trap and increases with increasing βE molec . The flux only differs substantially between protocol types at the largest βE molec and βE trap (bottom right subplot).
When the control parameter is at a metastable state, energy barriers are relatively low (compared to adjacent states), thus maximizing flow into the single ground state. Since the system lags the control parameter, there is more probability in the previous state than in the next state, so the net flux is forward. By contrast, when the control parameter is at the barrier, the barriers are relatively high, limiting flux in either direction. Thus instantaneous flux is higher when the control parameter is at a metastable state and lower when at an energetic barrier.
For short protocol durations, the naive protocol produces a higher flux than the designed protocol for a similar protocol duration. The designed protocol spends a comparatively small proportion of the protocol duration with the control parameter near a metastable state, so as to increase the time spent near the barrier and thus increase the opportunity for thermal fluctuations to carry the system over the barrier; however, instantaneous flux is maximized when the control parameter is at a basin and thus, for short protocol durations, the designed protocol misses regions of greatest instantaneous flux, producing a lower total flux over the entire protocol. 
F. Distance from equilibrium
We use the relative entropy (Kullback-Leibler divergence) [37] between nonequilibrium and equilibrium distributions,
as a physically meaningful measure of difference [38, 39] , from the equilibrium distribution π(θ * 0 (t n )) ≡ [ π(θ 1 |θ * 0 (t n )), π(θ 2 |θ * 0 (t n )), π(θ 3 |θ * 0 (t n )) ] ,
because it is proportional to the work available as a system relaxes from the nonequilibrium distribution to the equilibrium distribution. Intuitively, longer-duration protocols keep the system closer to equilibrium, and thus lead to a smaller relative entropy. Figure 8 indeed shows that as protocol duration increases, the time-averaged distance from equilibrium D [p(t)||π(θ * 0 (t))] tΘ 0 decreases. Figure 8 also shows that a designed protocol typically keeps the system closer to equilibrium than the corresponding naive protocol does, with an exception for the strongest trap and highest barrier energy during protocols of intermediate duration. Appendix D provides detailed analysis of the instantaneous distance from equilibrium.
For long protocol durations, the designed protocol is on average closer to equilibrium than the naive protocol is. ] t Θ 0 between the instantaneous nonequilibrium distribution p(t) and the equilibrium distribution π(θ * 0 (t)), as a function of protocol duration tΘ 0 , for naive (dashed lines) and designed protocols (solid lines), for various protocol durations (different colors). Same variation of βEtrap and βE molec as in Fig. 2 .
In this regime, the system obeys linear-response, having ample time to respond to the imposed perturbation. This is consistent with the derivation producing (5) , predicting that the designed protocol should keep the system closer to equilibrium in the linear-response regime.
For intermediate durations, the designed protocol can drive the system further from equilibrium than the corresponding naive protocol. Here, the system responds significantly to both protocols, as reflected by the flux at these protocol durations being near unity. The designed protocol is specifically crafted so that it spends, proportionally, the smallest amount of time at the metastable basins of the system, so as to maximize the amount of time that it spends at the energetic barriers. This increases the likelihood that thermal fluctuations can kick the system over the barrier, and hence reduces the amount of external work required. However, as discussed in § IV E, this means that the designed protocol spends less time where flux is highest-the metastable basinsand instead spends the most amount of time where the flux is the smallest-the energetic barriers. Avoiding areas where flux is greatest, it can drive the system further from equilibrium. Conversely, the naive protocol spends equal proportions of time at the basin and at the barrier, so can keep the system closer to equilibrium.
For the shortest protocol durations, the designed protocol is on average closer to equilibrium than the naive protocol is. As seen in Fig. 7 , at high βE trap and βE molec the naive protocol produces greater flux-as much as two orders of magnitude greater-than the corresponding designed protocol. For this rapid driving, the extra flux in the naive protocol takes the form of the system following-but persistently lagging-the control parameter, thus increasing the distance from equilibrium compared to the designed protocol where the system is relatively unresponsive, hence in a periodic landscape equally likely to be lagging or 'ahead of' the control parameter. For low βE trap or βE molec , the two protocol types produce comparable flux and comparable distance from equilibrium.
G. Coefficient of performance
To investigate this tradeoff between induced flux and expended work, we quantify the coefficient of performance as COP ≡ J/W ex tot , where W ex tot is the total excess work (the energy input), and J is the flux over a full protocol and hence-given our assumption of tight coupling between mechanical motion and ATP synthesis-the machine output. Figure 9 shows the COP for the naive and designed protocols as a function of protocol duration.
In general, at a given mechanical barrier height and trap strength, the COP increases as a function of protocol duration: in the linear-response regime the flux J doesn't vary with duration ( Fig. 7) , while the excess work W ex tot decreases as the inverse duration, producing an arbitrarily high COP with arbitrarily long duration. The COP on designed protocols, in particular, scales approximately linearly with protocol duration. For low trap strengths and low mechanical barrier heights (upper left subplots of Fig. 9 ), when the designed protocol closely resembles the naive, the COP for both protocols follows the approximate linear scaling with protocol duration. By contrast, in other regions of parameter space, there is a distinct crossover duration, below which the naive protocol has a higher COP than the designed protocol, and above which the opposite is true. The crossover protocol duration decreases with trap strength and increases with barrier height.
For the system to follow the magnetic trap in phase, it must overcome the activation energy barriers. The larger the energy barrier βE molec , the smaller the transition rate across the barrier, the longer the relaxation time across the barrier, and hence the larger the friction coefficient. The magnetic trap lowers the relative energy of the states and barriers near its minimum, thereby favoring system motion toward the trap minimum; hence, the stronger the magnetic trap, the greater the likelihood that the system will remain in phase with it. Therefore, in order for the system to faithfully follow the magnetic trap, the system's kinetics must be relatively fast compared to the speed of the protocol, owing to some combination of the trap being sufficiently strong to overpower the system barriers and the protocol proceeding sufficiently slowly.
In summary, for modest-to-long protocol durations, the designed protocol remains closer to equilibrium, requiring less excess work (Fig. 6) , and hence achieving a greater COP.
V. CONCLUSION
Inspired by the growing interest in characterizing nonequilibrium properties of small stochastic systems, we have used a recently developed linear-response framework [15] to describe the designed driving protocols of a stochastic model system. This model system represents rotary mechanochemical molecular motors (most notably F 1 -ATP synthase) that couple periodic mechanical motion to progress of a chemical reaction.
We found that the driving velocity of protocols designed to minimize work can vary by orders of magnitude across a given protocol, leading to designed protocols that deviate significantly from naive protocols. In particular, a stochastic system generally dissipates less extra energy during a driven nonequilibrium process when the external driving proceeds rapidly away from mechanical energy barriers, then slows down around barriers to provide sufficient time for thermal fluctuations to kick the system over barriers with minimal energetic cost.
We tuned the operation of a rotary mechanochemical system according to a continuous and deterministic schedule that-near equilibrium-minimizes the excess work; however, unlike single-molecule experiments performed in vitro, autonomous molecular motorsincluding F 1 -ATP synthase-are themselves driven by strongly fluctuating soft-matter objects (other proteins or protein subunits), and thus generally experience stochastic rather than deterministic driving protocols [40] . Furthermore, chemical reactions occur on much faster timescales than protein conformational rearrangements, so chemical driving consists of effectively discrete control parameter jumps. Stochastic discrete protocols therefore more faithfully recreate the driving conditions of autonomous molecular machines. The intuitive implication is that to reduce energetic costs (protons run down the electrochemical potential difference across the mitochondrial membrane), F o should position its metastable states at F 1 's hopping regime, thereby utilizing thermal fluctuations during F o 's pauses to cross F 1 's energetic barriers.
Unlike previous work which examined designed driving on non-periodic energetic landscapes [22] , the periodic boundary conditions of this simple model system allow for the possibility of the protocol to finish a cycle of operation with most of the probability density remaining where it started, with the protocol effectively 'lapping' the system. This decrease in flux also results in a decrease in the required excess work to perform the protocol, since most of the excess work accumulated throughout the protocol is recovered when the protocol returns to the initial state. This suggests that there are non-trivial tradeoffs between protocol duration, energetic cost, and flux maximization that would be an interesting avenue for future research.
As energy barriers increase, force fluctuations relax more slowly, and hence standard methods for estimating the integral of the autocovariance function become increasingly computationally expensive. For future research, approximations of slowly relaxing correlation functions [21] may prove useful, and in simpler systems one can sidestep altogether the explicit calculation of the autocovariance function [41] .
Current experimental methods can test these general predictions: initial experiments on F 1 would hold the magnetic trap orientation constant at different angles θ 0 , measure the ensuing force autocovariance function, and thereby approximate the generalized friction coefficient. Rapid rotation of the magnetic trap according to the predicted optimal schedule or alternatively with a constant angular velocity (naive) schedule could quantify the energetic savings accruing to efficient operation [42] .
where t cycle is one cycle duration.
We choose the integration time step size ∆t to satisfy dθ max 0 dt ∆t ≤ 10 −2 .
(A7)
Since the fastest velocity we have explored in this work is dθ max 0 /dt ∼ 10 3 , we use ∆t = 10 −5 . The total work W is the sum of substep works [43] . The excess work is
where ∆F = F (θ 0 (t n+1 )) − F (θ 0 (t n )) (A9)
is the equilibrium free energy difference. The equilibrium free energy is F (θ 0 (t n )) = E(E trap , θ 0 (t n )) π(θ0(tn)) − S(θ 0 (t n )) ,
and the equilibrium entropy is S(θ 0 (t n )) = − i π(θ i |θ 0 (t n )) ln[π(θ i |θ 0 (t n ))] . (A11)
Excess work is zero for an infinitely slow protocol. The average net probability flux for a simulation step n is calculated from the instantaneous distribution (with evolution governed by the numerical master equation, not assuming linear-response), by summing the fluxes at each of the substeps of the simulation: 3J(t n ) = p(θ 1 |t n , Θ 0 (t n )) (R 12 − R 21 ) + p(θ 2 |t n , Θ 0 (t n )) (R 23 − R 32 ) + p(θ 3 |t n , Θ 0 (t n )) (R 31 − R 13 ) .
The total average net probability flux sums J(t n ) over all simulation steps.
Appendix B: Setting the time scale
To map simulation time to physical time, we set the physical diffusion coefficient equal to the simulation diffusion coefficient. The experimental rotational diffusion coefficient is approximately (according to the Stokes-Einstein relation) D = (βmγ) −1 , for inverse temperature β ≡ (k B T ) −1 and frictional drag coefficient mγ exp = 8πηr 3 + 6πηy 2 r of a spherical bead rotationally diffusing about a point a distance y from the center of the bead [31] . In a typical experiment, the magnetic bead is tethered to the molecular machine via a streptavidinbiotin linkage [30, 44] , so the bead rotationally diffuses about its edge, giving y = r bead . Our calculations assume a bead with radius r bead = 275nm, within the range of typical sizes for beads of this type. We also use typical experimental parameters for water viscosity η = 10 −9 pN s nm −2 and temperature T = 300 K. We thus estimate an experimental diffusion coefficient D exp ≈ 4.5 rad 2 s −1 . The simulated diffusion coefficient can be calculated from the rate matrix R to be D sim ≈ 4.4 rad 2 (∆t) −1 . Therefore, the simulation diffusion coefficient equals the estimated experimental diffusion coefficient for ∆t = 1 s, thereby setting the simulation time scale.
Appendix C: Comparing linear-response approximation to exact results
We construct the approximations to the excess power by using the definition in (1) . Setting the velocity constant (naive protocol) in the approximation (1) gives that the structure of the excess power should match the structure of the friction coefficient. On the other hand, doing the same thing-except using the designed velocity (5) in the approximation-gives that the excess power should be constant throughout the protocol. Fig. 10 shows that during both protocol types, as the protocol duration increases (driving velocity decreases), the exact system behavior converges to the approximation; however, the exact excess power disagrees with the expected result at short protocol durations. In this regime, if the protocol duration is sufficiently short and the trap strength is small relative to the height of the barrier, the exact excess power even becomes negative.
Appendix D: Instantaneous relative entropy Figure 11 shows the instantaneous relative entropy as a function of instantaneous control parameter. For shorter protocols, both protocol types take the system equally far from equilibrium. With increasing protocol duration the designed protocol keeps the system a distance from equilibrium that stays relatively constant over the entire protocol. By contrast, the naive protocol produces a more variable deviation from equilibrium, with the largest deviation occurring when the trap minimum is at the barriers.
Appendix E: Discretization artifact in the relaxation time
Our highly simplified model produces a strange phenomenon: when E trap 2E molec , the friction coefficient dips at the barrier (seen as small divots at the peak of three friction coefficient curves in Fig. 3a ). When the trap minimum is at a barrier, the energies of the states flanking the barrier are equal, and the third (and only other) state, located opposite the barrier, has much higher energy and thus negligible equilibrium probability. For such a strong trap, the energy of the barrier equals or falls below those of the adjacent states, and thus ceases to function as a true energetic barrier. Since our model only resolves a small number of states and barriers, this produces an anomalously low relaxation time compared to when the trap minimum is near but not . Relative entropy D [p(t)||π(θ * 0 (t))] between instantaneous nonequilibrium distribution p(t) and the equilibrium distribution π(θ * 0 (t)), as a function of instantaneous trap minimum θ * 0 (t), for naive (dashed lines) and designed protocols (solid lines), for various protocol durations (different colors). Same variation of βEtrap and βE molec as in Fig. 2. directly at the barrier (seen in the anomalously negative slopes of some θ 0 = π/3 autocovariance functions in Fig. 2a ). This artifact-of a mild decrease in friction coefficient near the barrier-vanishes for more complicated models, for example those with a continuous state space that retain barriers even when E trap 2E molec .
